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Report Number: Document No. 31

Report Date: 24 January 1962

Report Content: “Regarding Instructions for the Exchange of Notes on the Chinese Agricultural Experts Going to Mali”

The [following] commentary [is the] written opinion [of the State Council]

Vice Premier [Li] Fuchun’s Instructions as of 25 January [1962]:

“Comrade Premier Chen Yi’s response is that he generally agrees [with the document].”

Remove the sentence “I am very grateful” on the third line of the fourth page of the attached document. Add one word “if/as if” in front of “Your Excellency XXX”. Also, add the sentence “I would be very grateful” on the second line from the bottom.

(If/As if the Premier, and Vice Premier Chen Yi have already marked up [the document]). [The] Premier has the following adjustments to be made to the attachment, Article III shall be changed to Article V, Article IV shall be changed to Article III, Article V shall be changed to Article IV.)
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